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*Current Status* 

 
The federal ESA is much more protective and trumps state law. At the moment, wolves across the state are 

protected by the weaker State ESA which basically protects them from sport hunting and trapping. In Eastern 

Oregon, wolves were stripped of federal protections in 2011.  

 

 
 

Further complicating the current status, wolves in (state-defined) Eastern Oregon are now under Phase II 

management and under Phase I management in Western Oregon. 

 

*State Changes* 
 

The state will likely open up a status review to consider stripping wolves of state protections next month. 

Later this year, they will likely open up the wolf plan for its 5-year review and consider strengthening or 

weakening the plan. 

 

At the moment, the most immediately consequential decisions for wolves in Oregon will be made at the state 

level. However the argument at the federal level has much broader consequences. For that reason - and based 

on our mission - in the immediate future of the next few weeks and months, we'll likely be focused on state-

level matters.  

 

 



 

 

*Federal Changes* 
 

The Obama Administration proposed stripping wolves of federal protections across the country. However 

recent legal decisions have put that decision in limbo. 

 

To overcome that, wolf opponents have gotten their political allies to propose legislation to federally delist 

wolves in the Midwest and Wyoming by an act of Congress (that the president would likely sign). There is 

fear that could become a national delisting and effect wolves everywhere. In addition to being bad for wolves, 

it reinforces a terrible precedent that Congress will determine the listing status of species and could have some 

other longer-term consequences. 

 

An imperfect, but coherent and much more palatable/feasible third option is also in play. A number of 

conservation and animal rights groups have proposed a "down-listing" of wolves. Down-listing wolves to 

"threatened" would allow them to retain the practical protections of endangered status in places like Oregon 

while allowing more flexibility where they have arguably recovered (the Midwest) without giving carte 

blanche to those states to kill them as aggressively as they have in recent years. 

 

 

For further background and information, please familiarize yourself with these articles:  

  

  http://www.outdoorproject.com/blog-news/inflection-point-oregons-wolf-recovery 

  http://www.oregonwild.org/about/blog/new-year-oregons-wolves 

  http://www.oregonwild.org/about/press/odfw-commission-considers-changes-oregon-wolf-plan 
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